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ABSTRACT 
Wasow investigated the problem of when, for a pair of matrices of analytic 
functions, pointwise similarity implies analytic similarity. By using the topology of 
Spec R, this is studied for an arbitrary commutative ring. Results of Wasow, Ohm, 
Schneider, and Friedland are generalized in this setting. A canonical form is de- 
termined for matrices satisfying the Wasow condition. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
If R is a ring, let R, denote the ring of n Xn matrices over R. For Q an 
open subset of the complex plane C, let H(Q) = H be the ring of holomorphic 
functions on 8. Say A, BE H, are pointwise similar on Q if A(z) and 
B(z) E Q: n are similar for each z E L?. Wasow [13] gives two criteria (one due 
to Ostrowski) to determine when pointwise similarity on a neighborhood L? of 
ta implies similarity in H(G’) for some (perhaps) smaller neighborhood Q’ of 
.z,,. Ohm and Schneider [9] extend these results to integral domains using the 
Zariski topology on Spec (see Section 2). 
In this paper, these results are extended to arbitrary commutative rings. 
We first show that the results are local in nature and so reduce to local rings. 
A canonical form (Section 5) is given for matrices satisfying the Ostrowski 
condition. A related result on regular matrices extends (and corrects) a result 
of McDonald [8]. 
Friedland [3, 41 generalizes Wasow’s work on H(Q). In Section 3, the 
results in [4] are extended to other rings, and in Section 6, an example is given 
to show Conjecture 1 in [4] is false. 
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2. TERMINOLOGY AND NOTATION 
All rings in this article are commutative with 1. Let Spec R = {P 1 P is a 
prime ideal of R}. This can be made into a topological space by declaring the 
closed sets to be Z(E)= { P~Spec R 1 EC P} for E a subset of R. See [2] for 
details. If PESpec R, let R, denote the localization of R at P. Write (i(P) for 
the image of a E R under the canonical homomorphism R - R/P. Denote the 
set mXn matrices over R by R,,,>,,. If A=(uii)eR,,,,,,, set A(P)=(u,~(P)) 
E(R/P),,,x,,. Similarly, if f~ R[ x] and o E R”, let f(P) and o(P) denote 
their images in R/P[ x] and (R/P)“. 
Let UCSpec R and A, BE R,,. Following [q], we say A and R are sin&r 
on U if there exists C E R n such that 
CA=% and detC@P for all PEI’. (2.1) 
A and B are called pointuke similar on U if for each PE Cl, A( P ) is similar to 
B(P) over the quotient field of R/P. It is clear that similarity on c’ implies 
pointwise similarity on U. 
If ti is an open subset of C, then for each :EO, P,={~EH(O)I~(Z)=O} 
E Spec H( 9). Furthermore if A EH(Q),,, then A( P;)=A( z) EQ: ,,. Thus the 
definitions above generalize those of Wasow. 
The next result shows that the questions raised in [3], [4], [q], and [13] are 
about local rings. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let P E Spec R clnd A, B E R ,,. Thrn A cd B arc similur on 
some neighborhood !2 of P if and only if A urul B ure similar in the local ring 
R I” 
Proof. There is a canonical mapping 9 from R into R,,, not necessarily 
one to one. If A and R are similar in R,, [i.e. Q$ A) and q(B) are similar], then 
there exists L),EGL,,( R,,) such that Q$ A)D, = D,Q?( B). By multiplying by 
some element not in P, we can assume L), = q(U). Hence AU = DR + E, 
where r+$ E ) = 0. Thus there is some X E R ~ P with XE ~0. Set C = h D. Thus 
AC = CR and detC @ P. Thus take ti to be the open set {QESpec Rldet C @ 
Q}. Conversely, if A and R are similar on fi, v(C) is the required similarity in 
R,,. W 
If AE R,,, x ,I’ let y,(A) be the ideal of R generated by the determinants of 
the r X r minors of A. Define rank A to be the smallest integer r with 
y,( A ) ;t 0 = y, + I( A ). If I is a finitely generated R-module, one can define the 
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exterior rank of 1 by 
extrank Z=maxdim,,, Z/PI, 
where P ranges over all maximal ideals of R (see [l]). The rank of A is not 
necessarily the same as extrank I, Z=AR”. This is true for example if 
However, we do have: 
LEMMA 2.2. Let R be a local ring, AER,,,, Z=AR”, and P the 
maximal ideal of R. Then 
rank A( P ) G rank A G ext rank 1. (2.2) 
Proof. Clearly rank A( P)~rank A. Suppose ext rank Z=Z. By permuting 
the columns of A, we can assume that the first I columns generate I/PI and 
hence 1. By column operations, A is equivalent to a matrix with only the first I 
columns nonzero. Hence rank A G 1. w 
3. WASOW NUMBER 
If R is a local ring with maximal ideal P and A E R, x ,,, define w(A) to be 
the least nonnegative integer e such that AR” n Pi+eR”l CPIAR” for all j>O. 
This exists for R Noetherian by the Artin-Rees lemma (cf. [2, p. 1971). If R is a 
principal ideal domain, then A is equivalent to a diagonal matrix, and thus 
w(A) is defined by 
(3.1) 
where r=rank A. In particular, this applies to H(O),, for Q a connected open 
subset of C, P= P,. The next result characterizes those A with w(A) 10. 
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THEOREM 3.1. Let R be local with rnuximul ideal P and A E R,,,,, ,,. The 
following are equivalent: 
(a) A is equivalent to 
(b) o(A)=O. 
for some T. 
(c) a(kerA)=KerA(P), where r: R” -(R/P)” is the canonical map. 
(d) AR” n PR”’ = PAR”. 
(e) AR” is a summand of R”‘. 
(f) rank A=rank A(P). 
Proof. Since if A and B are equivalent, w(A)= w(R), (a) implies (b). 
Suppose o(A) =O and ca = v(P) EKerA( P). Thus Ao E AR” n PR”’ = PAR”. 
So Av = Aw for some w E PR”. Thus t‘ - w EK~~A and (L’ ~ IC)( P) = L>(P) 
= 2+,. 
Now if (c) holds and Au E PR”‘, then c(P) f~KerA( P), and so there exists 
u EK~~A with u s 2; (mod P). Hence Av = A( ~7 - u) E PAR”, yielding (d), 
Assume (d) holds. Set I = AR”. Note that I + PR”‘/PR”’ is a subspace of 
(R/P)“‘, and hence contains a basis ul( P),. . . , v,(P) with c, E I. Let L = 
(v,,..., v, ). Since the c, are independent in ( R/P )“I, they can be extended 
to a basis for (R/P)“‘, and hence a free basis for R”‘. Thus I, is a sununand of 
R”‘. Now I C L + PR”‘, and so I = I, + I n PR”’ = L + PI. Thus P( Z/L)= 
I/L, and Z = L by Nakayama’s lemma. 
If I is a summand of R”‘, then l=R’, so rankA=r<diml/Pl=rank A(P) 
or. Thus (e) implies (f). Finally, assume (f) holds. Thus there is some rXr 
minor B of A with det Be P for r=rank A. By permuting rows and cohimns, 
we can assume 
is equivalent to 
Since rank A=r, F=O, and (a) holds. n 
Suppose AER,,, BER,,. Define T=T(A,B) as a map on R,,,,,, by 
TX=AX-XB. More generally, if Ai ER,,, Bi ER,, i=l,..., I, then define 
T({A,},{B,})=T: R,,, +(R,,&’ by TX=(A,X-XR, ,..., A,X-XB,). T 
is a linear map, and so if R is local, we define the Wasow number 
v({ Ai}, {B,})=w(T). The next result generalizes [4, Theorems 3.1, 3.21 and 
[5, Theorem 41. Let us write { Ai} - {Bi} t o mean that A, and B, are 
simultaneously similar over R, that is, there exists C’E Gl ,,( R ) with At U = CBi, 
IGiG/ (of course, m=n). 
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THEOREM 3.2. Let Ai, Bi E R,, 1 Gi< 1, where R is a Noetherian local 
ring with maximal ideal P. 
(a) Zf {A,}-(B,} over R/P”+‘, v=v({Ai},{Bi}), then {A,}-{B,} over 
R. 
(b) Zf R is a principal ideal domain and {Ai} - { Bi} in K, the quotient 
field of R, and {Ai}- in R/P’+‘, e=v({Ai},{Ai}), then {A,}-{B,} 
over R. In particular, e depends only on { Ai}. 
Proof. If {Ai} -{Bi} over R/P’+‘, there exists UER, with det U@P 
and TU=O(mod P”+‘). H ence by the definition of v, TU= TW for some 
WEPR,. Thus A,(U- W)=(U- W)B, and O#det(U- W)=det U(mod P). 
If {Ai}- in K, then T’=T({A,},{A,})=R,‘TR,,, where UB,U’ 
=Ai and R,: is right multiplication by U in K,. Thus rankT’=rankT=r. If 
{Ai}- {Bi} over R/Pet’, then as above T and T’ are equivalent in R/P”+‘. 
Thus, since R is a p.i.d., by (3.1), v=w(T)=o(T’)=e. Thus (b) follows from 
(a). n 
Note that the Noetherian hypothesis is needed merely to guarantee the 
existence of v. 
Wasow’s theorem (see [9, Corollary 5.131) follows as a special case with 
e= 0. We remark that pointwise similarity on a dense subset of Spec R for R a 
domain implies similarity on the quotient field ([5, Theorem 11). The next 
result generalizes this and [9, Theorem 3.61. 
COROLLARY 3.3. Suppose 52 CSpec R, A, BER, such ‘that 
(a) A and B are pointwise similar on G and 
(b) n,,,P=o. 
Then 
(c) there exists a nonempty open subset 3, CO with A and B similar on 
&? 0’ 
Furthermore, if T= T( A, B) and rank T= rank T( P) for some PECK, we can 
take ti2, to be a neighborhood of P. 
Proof. Say rankT=r and ~,(T)=(a~,...,al,,). Let SJ2,={Q~SpecRIai 
GQ for some i}={QESpecR( rankT(Q)=r}. By (b), 5z2ti8,# rz1. Choose 
PE~2n0,.PasstothelocalringRp.ByTheorem3.1,w(T)=O,andhenceby 
Theorem 3.2(a), A--B in R,. Thus by Lemma 2.1, A and B are similar on 
some neighborhood of P. n 
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Another consequence of Theorem 3.2 is: 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let R be a local Noetherian ring and A, B E R,. Let 8 
be the completion of R with respect to the P-a&c topology (cf. [2]). Here P is 
the maximal ideal of R. Zf A-B in Z?, then A-B in R. 
Proof. If A-B in A, then certainly A-B in A/P”fi, which is naturally 
isomorphic to R/P’. Hence A-B in R/P”+‘, V=Y( A, B), and so A-R in R 
by Theorem 3.2. n 
COROLLARY 3.5. Let R be the ring of power series over C with positive 
radius of convergence. Let C [[ z]] > R d erwte the ring of forrnul power series. 
Zf A, BER, are similar in C[[.z]], then A-B in R. 
Proof. C[[ x]] =fi with respect to .zR = P. Now apply Corollary 3.4. n 
We remark that Corollaries 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5 also hold for sets of matrices 
as in Theorem 3.2. In particular, the results apply to representations of 
finitely generated R-algebras. The following example shows that the p.i.d. 
hypothesis is necessary in Theorem 3.2(b). 
EXAMPLE 3.6. Let k be a field and R=k[x, yip, where P=(x, y). Set 
. 
Then clearly A-L?, over R/P’ and k(r, y). However, A and Bi are not similar 
over R, since yl(A)=xR#y,(B,)=(x,y’). 
However, for A with Y( A, A)=O, the result does hold. 
THEOREM 3.7. Let R be a local domuin with maximal ideal P. Zf ER,, 
and v(A, A)=O, then BER, is similar to A if and only if B-A over R/P 
and over K, the quotient field of R. 
Proof. If B-A over K, then rank7’( A, B)=rank T( A, A). Similarly, if 
B-A over R/P, rankT(A(P), B(P))=rankT(A(P), A(P))=rankT(A, A). 
Thus rankZ’(A, B)=rankT(A(P), B(P))=rankT(A, B)(P). So v(A, B)=O 
and the result follows from Theorem 3.2(a). n 
Friedland [4] calls matrices satisfying the conclusion of Theorem 3.7 
generic matrices. There are matrices which are generic but do not satisfy 
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v(A, A)=O. This was asked in [4]. An example of such is 
where R is a local p.i.d with pR its maximal ideal. 
4. REGULAR MATRICES 
Say A ER, is regular if R [ A] is an R-summand of R,. This generalizes a 
concept of McDonald [8] for Artinian rings. In this section, regular matrices 
over local rings are characterized. The results are preliminary to giving a 
canonical form for matrices with V( A, A)=0 in the next section. Note that 
since being a summand is a local property (cf. [2, p. go]), A is regular over R 
if and only if A is over R, for each maximal ideal P of R. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let R he a local ring with maximal ideal P. Suppose 
A ER,. Then A is regular if and only if there exists a manic polynomial 
fER[x] such that f(A)=0 and f(P) is the minimal polynomial of A(P). 
Furthemwre, if R is also Artinian, and R [ A] is a free R-module, then A is 
regular. 
Proof. If R [ A] is a summand of rank k, then I, A,. . . , AkP1 generate the 
k-dimensional space (R/P)[ A( P)] and so span R[ A]. Thus there exists a 
manic polynomial f of degree k with f(A) = 0. Since f(P) has degree k, f(P) 
is the minimal polynomial of A(P). 
Conversely, if such an f of degree k exists, define p : R” - R[ A] C R,, by 
p(ei)=A’- ‘,wheree,,..., e, is a basis for Rk. Now k arank p arank p( P)= k 
and so R[A]=p(R”) is summand of R, by Theorem 3.1(e) and (f). 
To see that the last statement of the theorem is valid, note that if 
P”#O=P’+’ and F is a free R-module, then PF={aEF]P’a=O}. Hence if 
BER[A]~IPR,, then P”B=O and so BEPR[A]. Thus R[A] is a summand 
by Theorem 3.1(d) and (f). n 
The referee has pointed out that the argument above shows that if R is a 
local Artinian ring, F’C F finitely generated free modules, then F’ is a 
summand of F. As a consequence, one obtains the result of Kaplansky that 
any finitely generated module of finite projective dimension over R is free. 
The key to regular matrices is the next result. 
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THEOREM 4.2. Let R he a commutative ring. Suppose 
where BE R, is similar to the companion matrix C(f) of a nwnic polynomial 
f(x)ER[x], with CER,, and f(C)=O. The following are equivalent: 
(4 f(A)=O. 
(b) D=BX-XC for some XER,,,,. 
(c) A-t; ;j. 
Proof. If f(A) =O, then the set M of row vectors of length n can be 
considered an S=R[x]/( f(x)>module by defining vx=vA. Let {e,, . . . , e,} 
be the standard basis for M. Then N = ( ek+ i, . . . , e,,) is invariant under A and 
so is an S-submodule. Since B-C( f ), M/N is a free S-module, and N is an 
Ssummand of M. Hence there exists p E Horn,,, M, N) such that p(n) = n for 
nEN. Write 
p=(; -:). 
Since pA=Ap, (b) follows. 
If (b) holds, then 
and so (c) follows. Clearly (c) implies (a). n 
The equivalence of (b) and (c) holds in a much more general setting (see 
[6], [7]). The result on regular matrices now follows easily. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let R be a local ring with maxinull ideal P. A E R,, is 
regular if and only if 
A-( ‘y) E ), where f(C)=0 
Proof. Such matrices are regular by Theorem 4.1. Conversely, if A is 
regular, let f(x) E R[x] be as in Theorem 4.1. Choose v E R” so that 
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v, Au, A%, . . . , Ak-‘v are independent in (R/P)“. This is possible because 
f(P) is the minimal polynomial of A(P). Now these vectors can be extended 
to a basis of R”. With respect to this basis, 
Since f( A) =O, the result follows from Theorem 4.2. n 
In general, A regular does not imply that A splits as a sum of companion 
matrices as asserted in [8]. For example, take 
where (Y EP. Then A2 =O and so A is regular. 
5. WASOW MATRICES 
If R is local and AER,, we say A is a Wasow matrix if v(A, A)=O. We 
shall give a canonical form for such matrices. The only difficulty is showing 
that if v(A, A)=O, then A is regular. A preliminary result is needed. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let R be a local ring with maximal ideal P. Suppose 
f(x), g(x) are manic polynomials in R [ x] such that g(P) ) f(P) in (R/P)[ IX]. 
Let T=T(C(g),C(f)). Then w(T)=0 ifand only ifgl fin R[x]. 
Proof. Say degg=kGl=deg f. Set A=C(g) and B=C( f). Consider A 
and J3 acting on the spaces of column vectors Rk and R’ respectively. Let 
v ER1 be a cyclic vector for B. Define cp: Rkxl - Rk by ‘p(X)=Xv. Note that 
‘p is one to one on KerT and that cp(KerT)={wERk)f(B)w=O}. Since 
g(B)=0 and g(P)\ f(P), f(R)-O(modP). Thus cp{X(TX=OmodP)}=Rk. 
As rp commutes with the canonical map r : R + R/P, a(Ker T) = Ker T(P) if 
and only if cp(KerT)=R’. Hence by Theorem 3.1, w(T)=0 if and only if 
f(B)=Oifandonlyifg\ f. n 
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THEOREM 5.2 (Generalization of Ostrowski’s theorem). Let R he a locul 
ring with maximal ideal P. Then A ER, is a Wasow matrix if and only if 
A- 
‘A, 0 
where A, = C( A), & nwnic in R [x] such that f;+ 1 1 f;. 
Proof. If A is of the form above, then I’= T( A, A) decomposes as a 
block diagonal sum of qi = T( A,, Ai). If i>i, then rank Tj =rank Tj( P) 11y 
Lemma 5.1. Since Iii = T,: with respect to a suitable basis, this holds for i< j 
as well. Hence rank I’= rank T(P) and V( A, A) = 0. 
Conversely, suppose V( A, A) = 0. Let S be the subring of R generated by 
the entries of A. Set p=PnS. Then S,,={&‘~~,RES, P@Q}CR is a 
local Noetherian ring. Thus we may assume R is Noetherian. 
birst consider the case where R=fi is complete. Consider R” as a 
A = R [ Al-module. Since A is Noetherian, R” = W,@ . . . ‘3 W,, where the W, 
are indecomposable A-modules. Note each W, is a free R-module. Let B, be 
the restriction of A on W,. Since R is complete, Horn 11( W, , W, ) = Ker ?‘( B, , Bi ) 
is a local ring (cf. [ll, p. 881). Since v(A, A)=O, we have v(B,, B,)=O, and so 
Hi = Hom,\( Wi /PW,, Wi /PWi) . 1s a homomorphic image of Horn:\( W, W, ). 
Thus Hi is a local ring, and w/PW, is indecomposable (as a R/P[A(P)]- 
module). Since R/P is a field, by reordering the W if necessary we can 
assume that the action of A(P) on W, /PW,@ . . . 83 W, /PW, is similar to that 
of C(h), where hER/P[x] is th e minimal polynomial of A(P). Thus B, 
@ . . . @R, - C( fi ), where f,( P) = h. Hence 
A- 
where f,(C) z 0 (mod P). Since v(C, C) = 0, by induction, C= C( f,) 
E3 . . . @C(fi>, where J;+, I f;, 2 G i < 1. However, V( C( f, ), C( fi )) = 0, since 
V( A, A)=O. Thus by Lemma 5.1, fil f,. 
If R is not complete, then A-A,@ . . @A, over R. Since d=R+Pd, 
each& ER[x], and so A-A,@ . . . @A, over R by Corollary 3.4. n 
Ohm and Schneider [9, Theorem 4.51 proved that for R a domain, 
V( A, A) = 0 if and only if the invariant factors of A in the quotient field have 
the same degree as the invariant factors of A(P). This can be used to give 
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another proof of Theorem 5.2 for domains. Their result also follows im- 
mediately from the theorem. Friedland [4, Theorem 5.21 obtained this result 
for the ring of holomorphic functions. 
6. A CONJECTURE OF FRIEDLAND AND LOCALGLOBAL 
RESULTS 
Suppose zE!dCC, R=H(G),, P=P,, and A, BER,. Friedland [4, Con- 
jecture 11 conjectured that A-B if and only if 
T(A, A), T(A, B), and T( B, B ) are equivalent in R . (64 
It is easy to show that A-B implies (6.1) holds. Friedland [4, Corollary 3.11 
did prove the result holds for R =C. His proof can be modified to yield the 
result for any field. The next example shows the conjecture fails for any ring 
that is not (von Neumann) regular (i.e. uR=u2R for all UER). 
EXAMPLE 6.1. Let R be any commutative ring. Set 
It is straightforward to show that T(A, A), T(A’, A’), and T(A, A’) are all 
equivalent to diag(l,l, l,l, a, u,O,O,O), but A-At if and only if uR=a2R. 
Regular rings satisfy the following local global principle. 
THEOREM 6.2. If R is regular, A, BER,, and A-B over R, for each 
PESpecR, then A-B ouer R. 
Proof. Now A-B over R if and only if there exist x,!, yii ER such that 
XA=BY and XY=Z, where X=(X,~) and Y=(yii). These are polynomial 
conditions. By (the proof of ) [lo, Proposition 3.41, if these polynomials have a 
solution in R, (-R/P), then there is a solution in R. H 
COROLLARY 6.3. Zf R is regular, then A-B if and only if (6.1) holds. 
Proof. If (6.1) holds, then A-B over the field R, and hence in R. n 
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Most rings do not satisfy Theorem 6.2. The integers do not have this 
property. However, the ring of all algebraic integers does [5, Theorem 71. It 
apparently is an open question whether H(Q) does. One lemma is needed to 
show that it does in a special case. 
LEMMA 6.4. Let Q he an open connected subset of C. Zf f, gEH(S2) with 
(f,g)=l, thereexistsh,uEH(Q) withuaunitandf+gh=u(i.e. 1 isin the 
stable range of H( Q)). 
Proof. By the interpolation theorem (see [12, Theorem 15.191) there 
exists k(s)eH(Q) with any specified values (and finite numbers of deriva- 
tives) at each point in the set Z= { .z E Q 1 g(z) =O}. Note that Z has no limit 
points in Q (if g#O). Hence there exists k(z) EH(O) such that 
ek(‘) -f(z) EHCQ2) 
g(z) 
This is the desired h(z). n 
THEOREM 6.5. Let R = H( a), D as above. Let A E R, with eigenvalues in 
R. Then A-B in R, for each P=Pz, .zEQ, implies A-B in R. 
Proof. Since R is Bezout (finitely generated ideals are principal), there 
exists an eigenvector v that extends to a basis of R2. By a change of basis and 
replacing A by A-AZ, we can assume 
If A-B in R,, then 0 is an eigenvalue of B and trace B=traceA=g. Hence 
B- 
for some f’ER. Also, since A-B in R,, yl(A)=(f, g)=yl(B)=(f’, g)=d. 
By Lemma 6.4, there exist h, h’, u, u’ E R with u, u’ units such that d=uff 
gh=u’f’+gh’. Set 
and tJ=(‘;; ‘1’). 
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SAS-l=ufj’u-l= i 1 , ( 1 
and so A-B’-B in R. n 
We close by giving conditions for A ER, to be similar to its companion 
matrix over R,. Note that the equivalence of (a) and (b) has been used earlier 
in the paper. 
THEOREM 6.6. Let R be commutative and A E R,. The following are 
equivalent: 
(4 A-C(f) over R,, where f(x)=det(xI-A) is the characteristic poly- 
nomial of A, for evey maximal ideal P of R. 
(b) A(P)- C( f( P)) for each maximal ideal P of R. 
(c) y,_i(xZ-A)=l. 
Proof. Clearly (a) implies (b). If (b) holds, there exists vO =v( P) E( R/P)” 
with vO, A(P)v,,..., A( P)“-%I, a basis for (R/P)“. Thus vO, Av,, . . , , A”-%, 
form a free basis for Rg, and hence (a) holds. 
Let J= y,_i(xZ-A) n R. If (a) holds, then JP = R, for each P, and so j= R. 
Conversely, if J=R, then ~,_~(A(P)-x1)=1. Hence A(P) has only one 
invariant factor, and thus is cyclic. This completes the proof. n 
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